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Singleton gives
in-depth look at
Original 1918 Chevrolet VB owner Luke Rizzuto discusses his passion for automobiles
shape of poetry

World Tour auto driver gives rides around campus

bv Callie Coller
Contributing Writer

bv Jeannine Abusharkh
News Editor

Last Wednesday Saint Mary's
College welcomed Luke Rizzuto
and his 1918 Chevrolet V8. Rizzuto gave rides to students and
faculty members around campus
in his original, unaltered automobile. The historical vehicle
cruised around with its top down
and caught the gaze of many
curious students and faculty.
Rizzuto says, "It's original
right down to the paint. I've
only maintained it. The gentleman I bought it from made me

promise that I would never restore it because of its historical
significance in the automotive
industry."
The Chevy was once owned by
the Henry Ford Museum from
1935 to 1989. Rizzuto said he
bought the car from a toy car
collector: "I made a freak phone
call on this [car] and ended up
buying it." Before he bought his
Chevy, he says he had a basket
case and sold it for the same price
he bought his vintage Chevrolet.
When asked abouthis passion
for cars, he says he was inspired

by hi father: "I was born on a
fruit ranch in the Santa Cruz
Mountains and when I was nine
_years old my father gave me the
keys to a 1930 Model A Orchard
Truck and said it's your responsibility to keep the truck running.
So when my friends played with
Tonka Trucks I was doing donuts
in the Model A Ford Truck."
Today Rizutto drives his car all
over and his gets a lot of attention from people on the road and
he says, "It's quite a conversation
piece at car shows. I go to five or
six during the summer and this

weekend I'm showing it in Danville at the Danville Concourse."
Instead of giving his car to a
museum, Rizzuto says that he
likes driving his car around so
that people can see it and admire
it on the road. To keep his beautiful car in running condition he
just does basic maintenance like
checking the oil and greasing it.
His car is about twenty years
ahead of its time with the first
overhead valve V8, the first
twin universal driveline, a very
see CAR, p2

Museum Party introduces students to a world of creativity
1

Captivating California art collection inspires the Saint Mary s community
bv Sara Desantis
Opinion Editor

On September 13th, the Saint
Mary's Museum of Art held a welcome back party to celebrate the
beginning of an exciting year on
campus and at the museum. Students, faculty, and staff gathered in
the patio to enjoy hors d'oeuvres,
wine tasting, music, and, of course,
art on a pleasant Moraga evening.
Kyla Tynes, the museum's gallery manager, said that the party
was held to introduce the museum's resources to the community.
"I want students to know that the
museum is public - something
for the larger community. Often
people are intimidated by going to

museums, but this is accessible to
everyone ... art can be appreciated
all the time." Attendees had the
opportunity to tour the museum
and its extensive collection of exhibitions, which are often integrated
with the curriculum.
Currently, there are four exhibits
on show at the museum including
"The Nature of Collecting: The
Early 20th Century Fine Art Collection of Roger Epperson." Epperson was an East Bay Regional
Parks Ranger who had a love for
California's environment and art,
amassing an extensive collection
of early California paintings,
prints, and lithographs. The collection includes incredibly detailed
woodcuts by Hiroshi Yoshida of

rapids in a river and El Capitan
in Yosemite. There are also watercolors covering the vast stretch
of California, from its coasts to
its deserts.
In addition, the museum is
showcasing the watercolors and
drawings of California College
of the Arts professor Richard
Gayton. His sketchings for "One
Square Mile in California" are
wonderfully comprehensive in
their depiction of the flora and
fauna of Mitchell Canyon on the
north side of Mount Diablo. The
collection of his recent watercolors
is also captivating with complex
colors and strokes blending together to create a beautiful and
unique landscape. One piece,
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"Morning Sun," the interplay of
sun and shadow creates a depth
that captures the essence of a
morning hike among trees and
lush vegetation.
Student intern Bridget Hanna
'14, whose favorite exhibit is the
William Keith Collection commemorating the lOOth anniversary of his death, pointed out that
"since there is not a lot to do in
the area around Saint Mary's [the
museum] gives students a little bit
of metropolitan feel to this small
town."
Students can also suggest ideas
for a new exhibit and curate it
personally, or they can also exsee PARTY, p2
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Craft Conversations began on
Wednesday, September 12, with
Giovanni Singleton, a poetry professor here at Saint Mary's and the winner of the New Langton Bay Area
Award Show for Literature. Singleton hails from Richmond, Virginia,
and became interested in writing at
a very young age. She expresses that
she feels a certain freedom through
the writing, and she views writing as
a sense of power.
As a poet, Singleton has published
a collection of poems under the
title Ascension. She also edits Nocturnes, a journal showing African
Diaspora. During the Craft Conversation, Singleton explained the lines
for one of her poems in Ascension
came to her one morning while she
was brushing her teeth, and fretting
about the fact she needed a poem for
that day to include in her collection.
Singleton began by illuminating
that the typographical appearance
of a poem makes the meaning of
the p9em known...l;wweYer~cooo:etf:___ _ _.....i
poetry is not solely concerned with
the visual. Her initial interest in this
art began during her time at the New
College of California, where she
discovered that it pushed the lines
of poetry.
Singleton explains that she prefers
to view the page as a blank canvas,
and found her initial inspiration
through Il Pleut, a poem that depicts
the image of rain by having the
words fall in slants across the page.
The energy that radiates off the page
is what originally grabbed Singleton.
This form of poetry offered her an
exterior view, and she believes that
through this form, the handwriting
does the work in the way it arranges
itself on the page.
Singleton is not just interested in
the visual aspect of concrete poetry,
however, and believes that there is
a rhythm to the poems. In order
to prove that this aspect of the poetry is equally important, Singleton
turns to Gertrude Stein's poems.
Playing recordings of Stein reading
her poetry, this rhythm of concrete
poetry became apparent. The shape
of the poem not only creates a visual
aspect, but also offers a lyrical sense
to the reader. Stein is only one of
the many poets Singleton cited as
revolutionaries of concrete poetry,
but in closing she offered a more
personal approach to why concrete
poetry is important.
Singleton said she was originally
unsure if she would even try visual
poetry, but believed it offered her
a "new way to approach [her]
see CRAFT, p3
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PARTY: Art museum a cultural resource for students
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hibit and sell their own work in the Carnival in January, which
the museum. The resources of the will display costumes, musical
museum stretch beyond simply go- instruments, jewelry, and videos of
ing to look at the gorgeous works parades from Pre-Lenten celebraof art. It also offers a quiet place tions around the world. Open on
to read or simply
sit and relax and
the patio outside
of the museum is
a perfect spot to
go with friends on
a warm Moraga
afternoon. The
best bonus is that
the museum is
completely free to
Saint Mary's students.
The welcome
back party is not
the only chance for
the community to
experience the museum. Hope Blain
'15, another student intern, said
that she is most
excited for upcom- 11111:;;_ _ _ _ _ _. _ _.....
ing events such as

Wednesdays to Sundays, the museum is an invaluable resource to
students and a great way to escape
the your everyday life and experience something more.

Film focuses on media's portrayal of women
Miss Representation helps educate on danger of stereotyping
bV Justher Gutierrez
- Staff Writer

"You can't be what you can't
see," states the tagline of the 2011
documentary Miss Representation.
The documentary was screened
for the Saint Mary's community
this past Thursday at the Intercultural Center. Miss Representation, directed and narrated by
Jennifer Seibel Newsom, focuses
on the issue of limited and negative portrayals of women in the
media. The documentary, as indicated by its tagline, argues that
the media portrayals of women
affect the way in which women
and girls see themselves and
ultimately makes it difficult for
them to pursue leadership roles.
As a fairly recent release, the
documentary benefits from slick
editing, up-to-date statistics, and
interviews from socially relevant
figures such as Rachel Maddow,
Lisa Ling, Condoleezza Rice,
Rosario Dawson, and Diane
Feinstein. The documentary also
interviews young girls and gets
their input on what they see in
the media. Sprinkled throughout Miss Representation are
various clips and images from
music videos, television shows,

film, news segments, etc., that
show the limited portrayal of
women, which often ranges from
the subservient sex object to the
power-hungry man hater. These
representations, as explained by
the documentary, are extremely
widespread and are often used in
advertising.
The problematic propagation
of the idea of the female as an
undervalued and over-scrutinized being is the centerpiece
of this documentary, and each
example of the stereotype is explored in great depth. By the time
the documentary ended, viewers at the Intercultural Center's
screening were eager to come up
with solutions, as indicated by
the post-screening discussion,
which was led by the Women's
Resource Center's Gillian Cutshaw, Coordinator of Sexual
Assault Awareness, Outreach,
and Education.
Many at the screening said that
simply pointing out the limited
representations would help educate others on the dangers of the
media's continued stereotyping
of women. The viewers in attendance agreed that media did
have an effect on individuals in

bit Justher Gutterrez
Staff Writer

1

Last Wednesday and Thursday
in the Soda Center, the Collegiate
Seminar program kicked off its fall
semester events with a screening of
the 1960 film Inherit the Wi'nd. The
movie, directed by Stanley Kramer
is based on the infamous Scopes
Monkey Trial in which a high school
science teacher named John Scopes
was put on trial for teaching evolution in a public.school. But while
the film focuses largely on its own
Monkey Trial, the characters of the
film find themselves in conflicts that
go beyond those in the courtroom.
At the start of the film, Bert Cates
(Dick York), the high school teacher
in the film, quickly finds that his trial
will be affecting his love life when
his fiancee Rachel Brown (Donna
Anderson) demands that he throws
out the case. Rachel herself is at odds
with her father, Reverend Jeremiah
Brown (Claude Akins), who proves
to be incredibly zealous in opposing
Bert's belief in teaching evolution.
see FILM, p3

society.
"If you think about media,
it's really inescapable," Cutshaw said. "In order to not be
influenced by media, you'd have
to live on a deserted island or
something - it's that pervasive."
The issue of hyper-masculinity
came up during the post-screening discussion as well. The men
in the audience agreed that they
too were expected to perform a
certain way because of the media, and this can often be spotted
in advertising that tells men to be
rugged, not to show emotion, and
to devalue women. Both sides are
expected to perform certain roles,
and those roles are limited. The
influence of the media can be
silent and pervasive, but Cutshaw
points out that critically thinking
about media portrayals can make
all the difference.
"It's important to notice what
is designed to entrap you and
what is designed to leave you
out."
Through a critical readings and
discussions of the media - such
as the screening this past Thursday - women can empower themselves to be something greater
than what they see.

advanced car when it was made.
In 2008 he celebrated the lOOth
anniversary of the Great Race
of 1908 in his 1918 Chevrolet
by driving it from New York
to San Francisco. The original
Great Race went from New York
to Paris and lasted 169 days.
This competition was a huge
challenge when there were very
few paved roads and automobile
technology was at its simplest
state. When Rizutto drove in
2008 the race lasted three adventurous weeks full of detours, pit
stops, and triumphs.
Rizutto is now planning the
Paris segment of the Great Race
through Siberia in May of 2013.
He will be on the road for 110
days-not in his 1918 Chevy, but
in a 1928 Chevy, another original
car that he owns. Rizzuto invites
you to follow his historic journey
in 2013 by visiting his website,
larworldtour.com.

CAR: Authentic
1918 Chevy
cruises campus
continued from page 1
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Crime Beat
9/5/2012
10:56 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation
Synopsis: Underage possession
and consumption of alcohol in
Ageno B; referred to Community
Life
917 /2012
2:42 p.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Theft of SMC property
(laptop) off campus at Orinda
Community Pool; referred to
Computer and Technology Services

ferred to Community Life

munity Life

9/7/2012
3:45 p.m.
Incident: Suspicious Circumstances
Synopsis: Office windows unlocked by unknown person in
Brother Jerome West Hall; under
investigation

9/8/2012
2:10 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Viola ton
Synopsis: Noise violation in
Thille Hall; referred to Community Life

9/8/2012
2:00 p.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Unlawful setting of
fire on South Hillside near Guerrieri West - suspect and cause
unknown; suspended

9/7/2012
8:03 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage possession
and consumption of alcohol in
North Claeys- 2nd incident; re-

9/8/2012
2:33 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Public intoxication
not involving medical or police
in Ageno A; referred to Com-

9/9/2012
10:28 a.m.
Incident: Medical assist
Synopsis: Injury to left leg in
Mitty Hall - no transport; referred
to Community Life and Health
and Wellness Center
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Resident
Alumni poets read from their works
Advisors brace Hass' poetry gives clear and honest narratives on humor of life
for impact
son's wedding, and a touching poem
After the readings there was
bV Tori Stringer
bv Mabsa Dinvari
Contributing Writer

The annual Oasis dance is back
and ready to kick off the 20122013 school year, as students are
preparing for the exciting celebration. This dance is an event many
students look forward to, but
with many exciting and enjoyable
things comes precaution. Students, faculty, Resident Advisors,
and Public Safety officers all know
that Oasis is a target for heavy
alcohol consumption, which
makes it essential for people to
stay safe and to avoid the dangers
that could come from excessive intake. The RAs play a huge role in
keeping their residents protected
during this event, as every RA on
every floor will be on duty during
the night of Oasis.
Alfred Day, the director of Residential Experience on campus, understands the many consequences
that could come from Oasis. He
ensures that RAs are trained for
events like this, and sees safety as
the number one priority for the
occasion. "We train RAs on what
to do during things like Oasis, like
how to get students in need of help
to the best possible resource," Day
says. Mr. Day emphasizes the fact
that the RA's job is to look out for
their residents' safety.
Students who choose to drink
alcohol on the night of Oasis may
complain that their RAs are out to
get them, but in reality, they are
just looking out for students who
could potentially be at risk. "RAs
make sure they talk to students
about what to do when in trouble,
what negative consequences could
arise, and to make good decisions.
They are there to support and be
there for them through good and
bad decisions" Day says. RAs are
only trying to help in events like
Oasis, and want to ensure that
students have fun but at the same
time are cautious of what they
are doing.
RAs themselves are students
and know what to expect when
it comes to Oasis. "It is just an
excuse for students to drink and
get crazier than usual, " More
Hall RA Mariah Miller says. She
knows what kind of trouble students get into during the dance,
and emphasizes the consequences
of excessive alcohol consumption
and alcohol poisoning.
Miller, as well as the other RAs,
are required to attend a meeting
that addresses how the actual
dance is set up, where Public Safety will be looking out for students,
and where the first aid areas will be
located. "We are just looking out
for students with alcohol poisoning and those who are a danger to
themselves and to others," Miller
sc;tys. Some RAs will provide food
for their residents while they are
on duty.
Oasis should be a fun event
for all students to attend, but it is
important to remember the risk
factors that can arise when drinking. All students are encouraged
to have fun and attend Oasis
this September 21 to kick off the
start to an amazing year at Saint
Mary's.

Contributing Writer

On Wednesday, September 12th,
students and guests alike packed
into the Soda Center for the Creative Writing Reading Series. Former Poet Laureate Robert Hass and
former NBA player Tom Meschery
received a warm welcome from the
Saint Mary's community. Both are
alumni, Hass having graduated in
1963 and Meschery in 1961. After
a kind introduction from the Vice
Provost, each writer read poems
and excerpts from essays.
Tom Meschery read first, beginning with a poem entitled "Cassandra," dedicated to his wife. As
the title suggests, it alluded to the
ancient Greek city of Troy and also
gave a witty and down to earth account of the transition into city life
and the trials and tribulations associated with it. The closing line cleverly states that like the Trojan horse
"she could have left me outside the
gates of her city, but she chose to let
me in." He went on to read a poem
titled "The Charlie Rose Show" that
opened a window into a father-son
relationship.
He next read
three short
poems about
basketball
players, including one
about his own
experiences
with fame.
The others
were tributes
to players that
had touched
his life including one about
his experience
in West Africa coaching
a basketball
team. He also
read other poems about his
experiences
teaching, his

from the perspective of a cancer
patient undergoing chemotherapy
and reveling in the moments of
silence he could find. He closed his
reading with a poem in response to
a poem, ironically, written by Hass.
His respect for Hass as an author is
unmistakable, and said that Hass
could not have captured his love for
basketball any better.
Robert Hass then took his tum at
the podium and began with an anecdote about some of Meschery's antics in his college years. This sparked
the memories of some of his friends
and peers, clear by the laughter from
the crowd. He read an excerpt from
an essay and a poem, both inspired
by his time here at Saint Mary's.
Both included dazzling nature
imagery, the first of campus in the
warm springtime and the second of
a still morning in June. The last two
poems he read were self-proclaimed
"silly poems", the first being about
a Greek and Italian poet and the
second an argument about poetics
that he imagined. Each dealt with
life and death as one of the central
themes.

a short, laid-back question and
answer session in which Tom
Meschery was asked many questions about his basketball career
and both he and Hass were asked
about what started them writing
poetry and teaching. One audience
member asked them what their
favorite word was to which Meschery replied, "crystal" and Hass
replied "Brenda" (cue the "awws"
from the crowd). They joked about
poets' competitiveness and recalled
.memories of their days at Saint
Mary's. After this, they both graciously stayed around to sign books
and meet their fans.
It is clear through Meschery
and Hass's readings that they write
beautifully honest narrative poetry
that magically weaves wit and humor into darker topics such as death
and illness. They serve as an inspiration to students of St. Mary's now
to follow their passions, whether
that is poetry, sports, or something
else entirely. As Hass replied when
asked what his favorite poem he
had ever written was, "it's the ones
I haven't finished yet."

Calendar

Bingo Nig1it
Wednesday, ·septembe~ 19
9:00 p.m. - I 1:00 p.m.
Dryden Hall

Contact Reuben Greenwald
x4704

Social Justice:
Voter Registration

Thursday, September 20
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 .p.m..
Hagert¥ Lounge
Contact Reuben Greenwald

x4704
Oasis
Friday, September 21
9:00 p.m. - 12~00 a.m.
Ferrogiaro Quad
Gabi Reyes-Acosta/COLLEGIAN

Contact Reuben Greenwald

x4704

CRAFT:Poet finds inspiration from heritage
continued from page 1
work." When she did attempt to
write this type of poetry, however,
she discovered her niche. Offering
excerpts from American Letters,
which shows a lineage of American culture, and emphasizes the
importance of acknowledging the
past, we discovered the beauty of
Singleton's poetry as well as its social
innuendos. She explained that learning the alphabet was one of the most
important, and greatest experiences

of her lifetime.
Singleton enjoys minimalist work
because she believes it makes you
feel the subject. She adores thinking
outside of the box, fonts, and she
particularly likes experimenting with
different fonts. The choice of font
affects the visual also, which is why
she believes it to be so important.
Singleton found inspiration in
her African American heritage, and
included samples such as a poem in

the shape of a cage, posing the question: Do you really know why the
caged bird sings? She also showed
a bingo style poem that she wrote
about her aunt who passed away,
but who loved to play bingo in her
lifetime. Singleton closed the conversation by saying that she finds the essence of things in poetry, and that'it
exhausts the ego visually. Giovanni
Singleton is an inspiration, and hosts
an enlightening Craft Conversation.

FILM:Movie advocates to keep education open

.Planning an event?

continued from page 2
In addition, Bert's defense lawyer,
Henry Drummond (Spencer Tracy)
finds himself in a battle with an old
friend, as his old political friend Matt
Brady (Fredric March) is representing the prosecution. All the while, a
journalist from the Baltimore Herald
named E. K. Hornbeck (Gene Kelly)
floats around making snide remarks
and poking fun at Brady, but ultimately, as Drummond points out,

the journalist is a lonely soul.
The end of the film (and the
trial) is similar to that of the actual
Scopes Trial. Cates is found guilty
of breaking the law, but the fight
is not over - not with a lawyer like
Henry Drummond, who defends
Cates' actions of teaching evolution as a way to keep education
open to all.
As a part of the Collegiate

Seminar's programming, the film
provides an excellent link to the
reading material of those in the
fourth seminar, as students have
just learned about Charles Darwin's
Origin of the Species. Ultimately, the
film itself advocates for the idea to
keep education an open forum as
opposed to an unchanging lecture
- an idea that isn't too far from the
basis of seminar itself.

Want it in .':fhe CoUegian?
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Leaving a

Mark
Xboxgame
predictable but
.
engaging
by Jordan Ramee
Contributing Writer

Xbox Live Marketplace has
had a mostly lackluster summer
with the only notable releases
being Dust: an Elysian Tail, Hybrid, and the The Walking Dead
Episodes.
However, on September 7th,
Klei Entertainment (responsible for critically-acclaimed
Shank and Shank 2) released the
best stealth arcade game ever to
come to the Xbox Live Marketplace.
Mark of the Ninja, rated Mature, is a 2D side scrolling game
that plays like a combination of
Assassin's Creed II: Discovery and
N+. It is available on the Xbox
Live Marketplace for 1200 Microsoft points (about $15).
The storyline of Mark of the
Ninja is predictable: a heavily
armed organization is slowly
killing off the ancient sect of
ninjas that you are a part of.
Your mission is to stop the
gun-toting maniacs . The plot
"twists" can seen coming from
a mile away. However, where
the game falls short on narrative, it shines in gameplay value.
The player takes control of
a ninja that must quickly travel between areas of light and
shadow and silently kill his
enemies. Enemies cannot see
you while cloaked in darkness
but actions such as running
will create noise and alert the
guards to the player's presence,
alerting them to investigate.
Once found, the player must
make a hasty retreat or challenge the guards head-on to
avoid death. The player can
also hide behind objects, destroy lights with darts, throw
noisemakers to distract the
guards, and perform silent kills
to earn extra experience.
The player is awarded with
multiple ways to kill their opponents as they level up and
grow stronger. These upgrades
range from poison darts, spike
mines, smoke bombs, and even
a swarm of hungry beetles.
There is nothing more delightful than finding new ways
to kill your adversaries or causing a guard to panic and shoot
at one of his own teammates.
The game can last anywhere
between 5 and 10 hours long.
There are 30 achievements (for
a total of 400 points) and 3
optional quests per level. And
while the controls can be a little
off sometimes (such as the button for hiding being the same
as dragging a dead body), the
game is undoubtedly the Xbox
Arcade game of 2012.

Get it: Xbox Marketplace
Cost: $15 (1200 Microsoft
Points)
Grade: B

.....
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Kreayshawn

Ben Folds Five

Somethin' Bout Kreay

The Sound of the Life of the Mind

The Killers
Battle Born

P!ink

The Truth About Love

bV Audrey IDOi

bV Victoria Slringer

bV Renee Ponemeld

bV Jose Basuno

Contributing Writer

Contributing Writer

Contributing Writer

Contributing Writer

Just one year after the viral
success of her debut single "Gucci Gucci," Kreayshawn releases
her debut album Somethin' Bout
Kreay today. Somethin' Bout Kreay
is really just that-a 22-year-old
Oakland native showing what
she's about.
From "water fights in the
hood at the barbecue" to "burning this house down like [she's]
Left Eye," the album features
songs that are so characteristically "Kreay." The first track
"Blase Blase" could come from
none other than Kreayshawn
herself. It is of pop/hip hop fusion with lyrics that exude classic Kreay confidence and disregard for "haters." Although it is
a unique song, it is immediately
followed by a disappointingly
Nicki Minaj-esque track, complete with "Barbie voice" and
all. This one breach of originality can be forgiven only because
the rest of the album seamlessly
takes the listener through thirteen tracks that stand apart from
one another.
It cohesively utilizes a happy balance of pop and hip' hop
sound. Kreayshawn lists Spice
Girls and Missy Elliot as two
of her inspirations. Never a dull
moment with Kreay, the album
is mostly fast-paced, but it also
includes slower songs. It is a
slow song, "Luv Haus," that concludes the album with resonating
tranquility.
By the end of the album, the
listener will know exactly who
Kreayshawn is-whether you
like that or not is of no consequence to her. Her music comes
with a one-of-a-kind attitude and
sense of humor that's not for everyone. But if listeners can take
Kreayshawn for who she is, not
the female Lil B and not a Nicki
Minaj wanna-be, but a high energy female rapper with her own
identity, they can appreciate
Somethin' Bout Kreay.

Fans have waited patiently for
13 years for a new album from
Ben Folds Five, and The Sound of
the Life of the Mind does not disappoint. The album starts with
the energetic, angry break-up
song "Erase Me" and continues
to weave upbeat songs with more
mellow tunes all brilliantly framed
by the honest and witty lyrics that
the band is known for.
Some highlights on the album
include the title track, "The Sound
of the Life of the Mind," which expounds the noisiness of thoughts
in our heads. Its personification
of the mind gives life to our everpresent thoughts and reminds us
of times we tried desperately to escape them.
"Draw a Crowd" is a hilariously upbeat, electronic anthem
about not caring what other people
think and rebelling against societal
norms. It speaks to the inner outcast in us all and would be a wonderful confidence booster on any
bad day.
"Away When You Were Here"
and "Thank You for Breaking My
Heart" close out the album. They
are the two mellowest songs and
deal with the touchiest subject matters. The former is about death and
how to deal with a loved one being taken away. The latter describes
what the title implies, a breakup,
yet its melancholy tone is set by the
stripped down instrumentation-it
features only the piano. Despite the
sad subject matter, these songs feature beautiful lyrics sure to tug at
anyone's heartstrings.
This album starts off with a
bang and keeps listener's interested
throughout. The energy drops off
at the end, though, and leaves it
feeling rather incomplete. A more
upbeat song at the end to match
the tone set by "Erase Me" would
have rounded the album out better. Regardless, the relatable lyrics
and fun beats make this music enjoyable for previous fans and new
ones alike.

The Killers release their
fourth studio album Battle Born
today.
After being on hiatus for a
year, the band returned to the
music scene with a punk-rock
bang. The album opens with a
battle-like ballad and continues
on with lovesick anthems.
This album clearly picks
up where their second album,
Sam's Town, ended with the
same love stories and desperate pleads. Battle Born displays
the band's influence of 80s and
early 90s music through the instruments and overall sounds
of each song.
The album sounded more
like Journey or Foreigner
mixed with the indie rock that
The Killers bring to the album.
They bring their own sounds
through the music using guitar
solos and Brandon Flowers'
unique voice.
This album shows the apparent drift they have made as a
band from their first album to
where they are now. Hot Fuss
featured the more upbeat and
exhilarating songs while Battle
Born is more calm and oldschool.
If this album was released
thirty years ago, it would have
been a sensation. Today, it is
more of a one-hit wonder that
will fizzle by the end of the
year.
The cohesion of the album
is spectacular, with a subtle mix
of slow, sappy songs and rocking inspirational songs.
Even those songs, however,
are not ones that listeners may
put on their work out playlist,
but rather a good soundtrack
while studying or trying to relax from a rough day.
While their basic album is
good, the deluxe version definitely hides a few hidden gems
and is recommended to download.

There is no way P!nk can be
'missundaztood' with her new electronically, yet soothingly-charged
album. P!nk promises us The Truth
About Love, and she is as pure and
honest as she has always been, even
when talking about such a heart
felt subject. Lamenting songs about
breaking up (or divorces in her
case), songs about love, and catchy,
festive partying songs makes a great
mix that is found on this album. It
definitely gives her audience an
idea of where she stands in life
while making every song relatable.
Transforming back into her crazy
self, listeners can sense her recovery in The Truth About Love as opposed to her previous dark album,
Funhouse.
P!nk is the type of artist you
can always count on having a good
time with. Even her slow songs
have this vibe to them that make
you want to tum up the volume.
On the new album, the track "Try"
is just exactly that. With very inspiring lyrics such as, "Just because it
burns doesn't mean you're gonna
die. You gotta get up and just try,
try, try." Her natural rock sounding rhythm mixed with her always
passionate sounding voice makes
a person do nothing but actually
take her advice. There will be, as
expected, some upbeat, fun songs,
but she also lets her fans in on some
emotional turmoil.
The main appreciation of P!nk
is her willingness to never settle
for less. She always makes sure of
incorporating new components to
her style of music. In exploring new
sound or writing different lyrics,
she is always impressing. She's not
afraid of letting her listeners know
exactly what she thinks, as if she's
throwing everything at their faces
while expecting them to soak it in.
Eventually, P!nk will have her way,
because she is the truth and listening to the truth can always be such
a nice break from other Hollywood
stars attempting to do the same.

Grade: B+
Download: "Luv Haus"

Grade: ADownload: "Erase Me"

Grade : A
Download: Battle Born

Grade: B
Download: Here Comes the
Weekend (feat. Eminem) & Try

Zombies get ready to attack
Another sequel thrills audiences and sets up next movie
by Henrv Wheuel
Contributing Writer

The fifth movie in the zombiefighting series Resident Evil: Retribution was released on Friday,
September 14. This time around,
viewers track Alice (Milla Jovovich) as she seeks to escape a vast,
subterranean Umbrella Corporation testing facility in Kamchatka
that features zombie monsters
aplenty, recreations of assorted
capital cities, and clones of characters from the first movie. These
recreations seem so real to Alice,
but with the help of a former assassin of the Umbrella Corporation, Ada Wong, she soon real-

izes that she must overcome these
different cities and their protocol
in order to escape the underground facility.
The most captivating scene
of the new edition to the Resident Evil saga was the opening
scene, where Retribution literally
begins in reverse. An impressive
action sequence aboard the ocean
tanker introduced at the end of
the previous film is played balletically backwards, as Alice's
body hiccups out of the sea and
onto the deck, where the missile
that knocked her into the ocean
is sucked up by the attack helicopter that fired it. It was a very
elegant introduction compared to

the other Resident Evil films.
all that really matters is that the
Although the reset button was right characters survive in order
quite intriguing, the rest of the to continue this zombie franchise.
movie was pretty bad.
The ending scene hints that in the
Viewers will feel as though next movie, Alice will once again
they have entered into a video battle the T-virus infected, fleshgame when watching this film, eating zombies.
since Alice is stuck in an experiGrade: Bmental facility with ar- ,----,-------------~~
tificial cityscapes dealing with fake clones.
The zombies appear
infrequently, and even
those scenes were a bit
cheesy. The new characters acted poorly, and
the only positive side
to them was that they lllll'~=:"'='" .....,..;;...
were good-looking. Yet, """"--'---"'==-"-~---,.-,.,.,-,..---.~_i
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Wayfarer on the wrong path

i Phone Apps

Food Network star's restaurant disappoints and sickens Four iPhone apps for college students
bv Jeannine Abusharkh
News Editor

Wayfare Tavern
558 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, CA 94111
(415) 772-9060
I'm always discovering new
places to eat in the city with my
family. For my mother's birthday last week, we visited Food
Network star Tyler Florence's
restaurant Wayfare Tavern in
San Francisco. The restaurant
is tucked away in the Financial
District and has a charming pub
feel. Paisley wallpaper adorns
the walls of the restaurant, masculine chairs, a rustic bar, and
dim lighting makes it a pleasant place for a late night supper.
While the restaurant is delightful to look at, my family and I
were frustrated that we were not
seated for an hour past our reservation.
When were finally seated at
9:15, a pleasant waitress served
us. The menu consisted of a lot
of gourmet American dishes including fried chicken, deviled
eggs, and Maine lobster. The
brioche bread they served was
delicious, and I was so excited
to finally eat something after
the long wait to be seated. To
start off, my party shared an
order of deviled eggs. I was impressed with the appetizer and
finally had my first deviled egg
ever. I tried a bite of my brother's fig and melon salad that
was plated beautifully and was

full of bright colors. I also tast- cooked, especially a dish that is
ed my mom's heirloom tomato a house specialty. They did take
and cucumber salad, which was the fried chicken off the bill,
a really fresh and light dish. which was only right.
Large ripe heirloom tomatoes
I don't know if it was too
lined the plate along with a late for me to eat, but I wasn't
sprinkle of quinoa and a dollop overly impressed with the taste
of Greek yogurt that had an es- of the food. Sure, the ambiance,
sence of honey. This dish was presentation, and waitress were
certainly my favorite.
great, but when I'm going to a
The restaurant was very slow. trendy restaurant, I expect good
We didn't receive our entrees food . My family felt the same,
for an hour after we ordered. and two of them even say that
By this time, my family and I they got food poisoning from
were not even hungry. When two separate dishes. I wouldn't
I finally received my entree, a recommend going to Wayfare
Wayfare Burger without a bun, Tavern for dinner, but if you do
I was turned off because it was go, just go for drinks and to take
just the patty without cheese, in the British pub vibe.
condiments, or vegetables. I had
to tell the waitress to give me
Grade: Csome onions, to- ,.,,..------------==-----~
mato, and lettuce
because there was
no way that I was
just going to eat
a piece of ground
meat the size of
my face. Another problem was
that my brother's l4iilW!ll:.O...
girlfriend's fried
chicken came out
cold. She was so
turned off that
she didn't even
want them to reheat it or give her
a new one. I was
shocked that Tyler
Florence's restaurant would serve
food that was unCourtesy of mediabistro.com

11111•••

bV Andrew Plumer
Contributing Writer

Cabulous, iPad and iPhone,
Free
Ever been unable to drive
home or just been in a bind for
time? Cabulous is an application
that gives you everything you
could want to know about their
future cab and driver. Through
the simple click of a button, the
ability to hail and track a cab
happens within seconds. Feeling uncertain? Feel free to contact the driver through a simple
call and save them under "Favorite Drivers."
Find My iPhone, iPad and
iPhone, Free
The numerous amount of
time of walking around, pulling your hair out, and retracing your steps to find a phone
is over. Finally, an application
that allows the exact pinpointing of your phone. Through
syncing your cellular device to
a computer, you can control
their phone's fate. They have the
power at their finger tips to locate on a map the exact coordinates, display a message on the
screen, and if necessary, delete
all data to ensure privacy.

onto one document. Once this
takes place, the ability to email
it or become available for -printing is a button click away. It will
take those copious amounts of
messy notes, and make them
clean and clear documents.
Yelp, iPad and iPhone, Free
The time of not knowing
what businesses and restaurants
is around you is over. Yelp is a
phone application that allows
for the possibility of doing this
quick and easy. All one has to do
is type in the name of business
and are able to decide through
numerous reviews (businesses
are rated on a five-star scale)
whether this is where you want
to spend money or not.
)µ-,,le
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TurboScan, iPhone, $1.99
Do you ever run out of time
or are unable to take notes down
from the whiteboard? Simply
take a picture with TurboScan
and it will scan the whiteboard

2Re ...iti'h-l;)
14!J Plaza Or, Vallejo
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Apple increased the screen size of the iPhone by .5"
to 4" in the latest update to their immensely popular
smartphone

20% lighter than the iPhone 45at112 grams;
18% thinner, according to Apple marketing
executive Phil Schiller

Apple has replaced its long-standing dock connector
with a smaller, reversible one dubbed 'Lightning,' with
plans to provide an adapter for older accessories

The iPhone 5 ships September 21; pre-orders sold out
in minutes last Friday, with prices ranging $199-399
on a two-year contract

Photos courtesy of Appte PR
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APPLE'S LATEST TOY: WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE I PHONE

iPhone 5 oompared t~ the previous !Phone 4S.

~

Apple shares closed up 1.2 percent at $691.28 on the
Nasdaq on Friday while touching an all-time high of
$696.98 earlier in the day
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~P~one 5: I Mom-in-Chief gives touching speech
1s 1t really Michelle Obama excels in ensuring the votes of women
bJ
necessary?
Jamie Douglas

Staff Writer

bJ Katie Maccariello
Contributing Writer

ast week, Apple unveiled
their highly anticipated
iPhone 5. This new tech toy features many vast improvements
from their last model, the iPhone
4S. It is equipped with a taller
screen, yet is both 18% thinner
and 20% lighter. The iPhone 5
has a longer battery life, a faster
processor, and runs on LTE (longterm evolution) - the next generation of high-speed cellular data
network. All these new features
are great, but are they really what
we should be focusing our attentions on right now?
Residing in the Green Living
and Learning Community, I
encounter a lot of information
on current environmental issues,
including pollution prevention,
slowing climate change, and creating a clean energy future. While
we should be directing our efforts
toward these pressing affairs, the
average person is instead preoccupied by what the next spiffy
feature of the newest gadgets
will be. Ever since the invention
of even the simplest tools, man
has held a quest to go through
life making everything as uncomplicated as possible, exemplified
more recently with the invention
of electronics. This has ultimately
become a distraction from the
main issues of the twenty-first
century. Some of these new products may even be contributing to
these clamant matters.
While not all current iPhone
owners will be purchasing the latest model, those who do will have
choices on what to do with their
out-of-date device, for whom the
most common choice being the
garbage. Not only is this filling
up the landfills, but the hazardous
chemicals proven to be present in
the previous iPhones will continue
to mar the atmosphere and environment . According to Greenpeace, the iPhone has been proven
to contain brominated flame retardants (BFRs), chemicals designed
to inhibit combustion. BFRs have
been known to bioaccumulate in
animals and humans, releasing
chemicals harmful to our health.
Polyvinyl chloride, more commonly known as PVC, or vinyl ,
is also a material present in many
products that' we use on a daily
basis, including iPhones. It is inexpensive, but the price we are paying may be our health. Plastics do
degrade, and when they do, they
release poisons into our environment, which disrupt the endocrine
system and cause developmental
disorders and cancerous tumors.
The world as we ·see it is degrading around us, but many
Americans have made the choice
to simply ignore the fact that we
are destroying the environment
in favor of new electronics. Is
our well-being really a sacrifice
we are willing to make just so
we can continue to develop these
nifty toys?

L

nn Romney chose to go
with the traditional "I'm
a mom" angle when she took the
stage on behalf of her husband
Mitt at the Republican National
Convention. She giggled nervously, chuckled as she looked
down, and fed us lines such as,
"I want to talk to you about the
deep and abiding love I have for a
man I met at a dance many years
ago." I couldn't help but violently
cringe every time she mentioned
that dance.
The following week, Michelle
Obama spoke on the same topic
on a different stage in Charlotte.
And while it was on the same
subject, her speech and Ann Romney's were drastically different.
They both mentioned the origins
of their now famous marriages,
but when Michelle offered her
story, my emotions got the better
of me, and I felt so much support
and admiration for the First Lady,
who refers to herself as the "Momin-chief." How cute is that?
But as the effects of the two
women's speeches settled down,
many began to grow tired of the
mom story. Millions of women in
this country are moms, so it makes
sense that it stirs political interest
to hear from a woman who 's just
like them. The problem with this
method is that Ann Romney is
close to the least relatable woman
in the country (looking at you,
Sarah Palin). Her attempt at the
"I' m a mom" speech came off
cold, not relatable, and distant none of which are going to draw
the attention and support of women voters, who could very much
decide this November's election.

A

Some say that the mom speech
is getting old; is there another way
for females in the political sphere
to appeal to women voters? I feel
like the mom speech works for
many reasons-most women of
voting age are either mothers or
are involved in some sort of situation involving family planning.
I'd iik.e to remind you of Sandra
Fluke, who, if you don't remember, testified to Congress in March
in favor of a proposed Obama
administration rule that would
require Catholic institutions to
remove their religious beliefs
from their university health care
programs to provide contraceptives for students (funded through
tuition, not taxpayer dollars).
Fluke, who became a national
women's rights advocate after
her testimony to Congress, was
invited to speak at the Democratic

National Convention on behalf
of President Barack Obama. She
took the stage to tell the audience
that a vote for the 2012 Republican ticket was a vote for "an
America in which you have a new
vice president who co-sponsored
a bill that would allow pregnant
women to die preventable deaths
in our emergency rooms. An
America in which states humiliate
women by forcing us to endure
invasive ultrasounds we don't
want and our doctors say we don't
need. An America in which access to birth control is controlled
by people who will never use
it; in which politicians redefine
rape so survivors are victimized
all over again; in which someone
decides which domestic violence
victims deserve help, and which
don't."
Whether or not you fall into

any of those categories, you might
someday in the future, or you may
have a close relative or best friend
affected by these situations.
While this is the opposite of the
"mom" speech, it's such a powerful angle in terms of appealing
to women. Michelle's appeal to
moms worked; my Republican
mother got emotional on the
couch over Michelle's touching
love for her children, her role
as a wife, and most importantly,
Mom-in-chief. When all is said
and done, women make up half of
the voting population. To forget
to campaign to them would be a
lethal mistake. Whether you're a
mom, a grandmother, or a college
student, all women are affected by
this election, and the only way to
ensure your freedom is to get out
there and vote for the party that
believes in you.

What really happened to the CSI Program
Students call for communication, respect in administration
bV Tricia Savelli
Contributing Writer

s the fall semester begins,
many of us have begun to
peruse the January Term book.
One class that about fifty students
take each year is the Christian Service Internship (CSI) , a program
developed and run by Brother
Michael Avila for the past 25 years.
You may have heard that he 'resigned' from the program this year.
You heard wrong. The CSI class
listed in the Jan Term book is not
the same class students have been
taking for the past 25 years. Brother
Michael Avila did not resign. And
the class was not taken from him in
a proper or respectful way.
After last year's CSI class returned, members of the administration expressed some concern
on how the class was managed.
Their main concerns were that
some deadlines were not met with
the Jan Term office and that the
program was not academic. To
address this, Brother Avila wrote
a letter asking for open communication and aid to fix the issues in
the program in conjunction with

A

the administration. The administration refused to work with him
to fix the issues that they raised.
Brother Avila was concerned to
send students on this Jan Term's
CSI program without having
these problems addressed. After
expressing this concern, he was
unceremoniously stripped of the
class he had developed and taught
for over a quarter century. The
administration then deemed it a
'resign' and gave the program to
another professor. This timeline
of events is based on information
that Brother Avila provided to us.
In a meeting with Provost Bethami
Dobkin, students asked directly for
information regarding this issue,
but the administration declined to
comment on it.
The CSI program works by pairing students with various Christian
organizations around the world
who are all personal contacts of
Brother Avila. The student and
the organization communicate
directly, and because they are all
working with different organizations that are oftentimes run by
volunteers and in different parts
of the world, communication can

sometimes be slow, forcing deadlines to be missed. Upon returning,
Brother Avila then has a one-onone meeting with each student,
helping the students process the
impact of their experience as well
as the lengthy paper required of
each student.
How is this program not academic , especially when compared to other Jan Term classes?
Couldn't these concerns have
been addressed professionally and
respectfully, instead of stripping
Brother Avila of his own program?
And isn't Brother Avila , who
earned his Doctorate in Formative
Spirituality, more than qualified to
help spiritually guide the students
returning from these life changing
journeys?
With the upcoming WASC visit,
this leads one to question the integrity of our College's administration. In past WASC reports, which
are available for viewing on the
SMC weqsite, WASC expressed
concern directly related to Brother
Avila's situation. In the February
27, 2008 Commission Action
Letter, worry was expressed that
"SMC's leadership at all levels, in-

eluding the Board, has yet to demonstrate the attention, commitment and attention to results that
will lead to a culture of respect,
civility, and cultural competency
in keeping with the institution's
own Lasallian core principles, its
stated commitment to diversity
and to good institutional practice."
The situation with Brother Avila is
an excellent example of how the
school parted with its founding
Lasallian principles and didn't conduct itself with "respect, civility,
[or] cultural competency."
In the 2009 Self-Study, a document presented by Saint Mary's addressing WASC's concerns states
that "responses to acts of incivility
'by administration' reflect 'lack of
concern and/ or actual tolerance
of incivility by administration,
[2007 WASC Team Report]' leading some community members to
call for more accountability." We,
the undersigned, call for more
accountability in Brother Avila's
situation -one that could have
been avoided altogether if the
principles of good communication,
mutual respect, and civility had
been observed.
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MLB: NL could come down to Women's soccer wins SMC tournament
last few games
Gaels pick up shutout victories over UC Davis, Bucknell
continued from page 8
with a three game series to end
the season the Dodgers are not
quite out of it yet. One of the
NL wild card spots is a lock for
the Atlanta Braves, but the biggest question is, who will get the
last playoff spot? The Cardinals,
Dodgers, Pirates, Phillies, and
Brewers are all separated by just
3.5 games. The Cardinals and
Pirates have both slowly declined
and will likely be an easy out if
they do, in fact, make it to the
playoffs. The Dodgers, with all

their star power, are still a legitimate in the playoffs, but the team
that everyone in the NL playoff
picture does not want to play is
indeed the Philadelphia Phillies.
With their strong pitching core
and a healthy batting order for the
first time all year, the Phillies, if
they make the playoffs, are poised
to make a huge playoff run. The
Phillies had the best record in the
major leagues last year and they
are finally beginning to play to
their full potential.

Caroline Beauline scored two goals in two games and was named tournament MVP

by Sean Prieto-lara
Contributing Writer

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Andre Rawles

The Saint Mary's women's soccer team played two games over
the weekend in the Saint Mary's
Tournament the first game was
against UC Davis on Friday.
The Gaels came away with a
1-0 victory over UC Davis. Caroline Beaulne scored the game's
only goal in the /7th minute off
of a corner kick, her first goal of
the season.
Although UC Davis outshot
the Gaels in the match, it was in
the 77th minute when Katy Roby
kicked a corner, and Vicki Shimkus headed it and Beaulne was
able to kick it in with her back
turned towards the goal. The
Gaels displayed great defense
against UC Davis, not allowing

a single goal, and were led by
Khayla Jones, who finished the
game with nine saves for the
Gaels. Before the goal in the
77th minute, the Gaels had an
opportunity to put one in off a
penalty kick in the 61st minute,
but Shimkus ' shot deflected off
the post. The second game of
the Saint Mary's tournament was
p ayed on Sunday and the Gaels
played against Bucknell .
On Sunday, the Gaels once
again came out victorious with
a final score of 2-0.
The Gaels scored their first
goal in the 16th minute. Caroline
Beaulne scored her second goal
in as many game off a cross from
Brianna Campos.
The second goal came in the
88th minute when Jaime Tur-

rentine scored her first goal of
the season off a rebound in the
box, both Brianna Campos and
Christina Tognetti were credited
with assist on the play.
The Gaels outshot Bucknell
16-10 and had 12 total shots
on goal. The Gaels played impressive defense and allowed
Bucknell only three shots on
goa1. With a strong showing in
the Saint Mary's Tournament,
the Gaels now improve their
record to 5-3-1 . The Gaels play
two more games this week on
Thursday against Pacific at home
at 4p.m. and also on Sunday at
home again against Valparaiso at
12p.m. The Gaels have just three
games left before they open up
conference play against Gonzaga
on October 7th.

Men's Soccer
Rawles and the
Gaels defense
shutoutUNC
Wilmington and
Applachian State
to win the UNCW
Tournament.
Courtesy of smcgaels.com

ourtesy o smcgae s.com

Gaels Cross Country ran the WCC Preview Meet in Portland, the site of this year's WCC Championship
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MLB division and
wi Id card races
begin to heat up:

Go Gaels!

2012

Gaels rebound with tournament win
Men's soccer journeys to North Carolina, picks up 2 wins

Predictions for the
rest of the way
by Sean Prieto-Lara
Contributing Writer

As the Major League Baseball
season begins to wind down, we
are still left with many questions
regarding who will be in the playoffs. As of right now, only two
teams seem like locks to win their
divisions, the Washington Nationals and the Cincinnati Reds. Other
than these two teams, anyone is
still subject to being left out of
the playoff picture. The American
League has a lot of holes to fill;
for example, who will emerge
victorious in the AL East? The
Yankees, the Orioles, or the Rays?
As of Friday, September 14th, the
Yankees and Orioles are tied for
the AL East lead and the Rays
are only three games back. The
Yankees, for most of the season,
have dominated the AL East and
will pull away in the end with their
strong batting lineup. Whoever
finishes in second will likely win
an AL wild card spot and this will
be determined by the final week
of the season when the Orioles
and Rays play each other for three
games. The AL Central is separated by just one game, with the
Chicago White Sox leading the
Detroit Tigers. Due to their much
easier schedule, the Tigers will
emerge as the AL Central Champions. The final 2 spots in the
playoffs will more than likely go
to the Oakland Athletics and the
Rangers, but the division champion will likely be determined in
a 4 game showdown between the
2 teams next week.
As confusing as the AL playoff
picture is, the NL picture is much
more confusing. The NL East
and the NL Central will see the
N~tionals and the Reds representing as division champions. The
San Francisco Giants have pulled
away from the LA Dodgers, but
see

MLB, p7

Saint Mary's men's soccer poses with the championship plaque following shutout wins over host UNC Wilmington and Applachian State

hV Simon Trvnza
Assistant Sports Editor

After a close 1-0 loss to third
ranked Creighton at home, the
Saint Mary's Gaels men's soccer
team embarked on their longest
road trip of the year, traveling
to North Carolina to participate in the UNC Wilmington
tournament. In the first match,
the Gaels played through poor
conditions and defeated the
host Seahawks 1-0 after a goal
by freshman Gerardo Mendoza.
UNCW fouled the Gaels in the
17th minute, and Saint Mary's
took advantage of it, with Jose
Cabeza sending in a low cross
that Mendoza buried into the

back of the net.
"UNC Wilmington has a very
good team," said Saint Mary's
head coach Adam Cooper. "For
our guys to travel across the
country, play a motivated host
team in the rain for nearly the
entire second half and grind
out a 1-0 victory was a big step
forward for this team. I'm very
proud of each and every player
today."
The Seahawks tried to equalize the game in the last fifteen
minutes, but sophomore goalkeeper Andre Rawls came up
huge each time, preventing the
hosts from scoring and finishing off the clean sheet. Rawls
finished with six saves for Saint
Mary's.

On Sunday, the Gaels took
on a strong Appalachian State,
who were winners themselves
in the first game. Justin Howard
opened up the scoring for Saint
Mary's early in the first half, and
after a strong defensive effort,
the Gaels prevailed 2-0 and left
North Carolina as the tournament winners.
"I am really pleased with both
of our performances this weekend," said Cooper. "To travel all
the way across the country and
earn two shutouts against two
good teams is really good for
us. Now, the key is to carry this
momentum into UC Davis next
week and go into conference play
on a positive note."
With the two wins over the·

weekend, the Gaels improved
to 3-1-2. Andre Rawls registered
his second and third shutout of
the young season and now has a
West Coast Conference leading
.47 goals-against average.
"Andre was excellent this
weekend," said Cooper. "Certainly going into the year we
didn't know we were going to be
starting two freshmen in our back
four, but we had a decent idea we
would be okay defensively. But,
overall, our team defending has
been solid and Andre has really
played well."
After a road game at UC Davis, the Gaels will begin their defense of the WCC Championship
by hosting Loyola Marymount
on Friday, September 28th.

Saint Mary's Volleyball roughed up by Bay Area rivals
Gaels lose hard fought matches to Pac 12 's California and No. 7 Stanford
bv George Robles
Sports Editor

In a highly anticipated matchup, the Saint Mary's volleyball
took on East Bay rival University
of California, where the Golden
Bears were too much for the Gaels
and defeated them 3-1 (26-24, 1625, 25-23, 25,20). Kristina Graven
had a huge night with 17 kills and
16 digs to pace the Gaels, with
Gabby Jolly adding 14 kills of
her own.
After dropping the first set, Saint
Mary's stormed back in the second
set from a 0-6 deficit on a late 9-2
run to give the Gaels the set. After
being tied 1-1, it was a nail biter
the rest of they way as both teams
would go back and fourth, but in
the end the Cal Bears were too

strong, taking the 3-1 win over
Saint Mary's.
Over the next few days, the
Gaels hosted another Bay Area
rival, No. 7 Stanford for the 2012
home opener. The end result would
not be in the Gaels' favor, as they
fell to the national powerhouse 3-1
as well (18-25, 25-20, 25-21, 2519). Jordan Shaw put on a show,
putting up 19 kills and 15 digs in
the intense back and forth match.
In the first set, the Gaels started
off on fire, going up 15-8 early on
and never looking back to take the
set by seven points. In the next set,
the Gaels looked good early on but
the depth and experience of Stanford took over as they would take
the next set by five and then the
next two sets after that. The Gaels

put up a hard
fight despite the
loss. Gabby Jolly
added 17 kills
with Kristina
Graven had 11
kills and 15 digs.
Saint Mary's
drops to 5-6
on the season
and will open
up West Coast
Conference play
this Thursday
against Loyola
Marymount
at 7:00pm in
McKeon Pavilion.
Jordan Shaw had a solid match against Stanford despite the loss

